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Abstract

Blobtrees are volume representations particularly useful
for models which require smooth blending. When blending
is applied to two or more Blobtree models, extra volume will
be created in between the two surfaces to form a smooth
connection.

Although it is easy to apply blending, it is hard to accu-
rately control the resulting shape. More complications arise
when the blended objects have large size differences. In this
case the influence of the larger objects can overwhelm the
influence of the smaller objects. As a result, the shape of the
smaller objects can change drastically and the connection
between surfaces can appear sharp instead of smooth.

This paper presents a locally restricted blend method
that solves the blending problem described above. The lo-
cally restricted blend locally changes the blending influence
of each of the surfaces in order to control blending with the
other surfaces. Unlike previous methods, this blend method
works with multiple Blobtree surfaces and offers intuitive
control over the resulting shape.

CR Categories:I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Curve, sur-
face, solid, and object representations

Keywords: Implicit Surfaces, Blending

1 Introduction

Blobtrees are implicit surfaces with a hierarchical struc-
ture particularly useful for modeling smooth objects of any
topology. A number of Blobtree models can be blended
together using simple operations like summation. In gen-
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Figure 1. Example Blobtree model

eral the resulting shape of the blend is hard to control us-
ing these simple operations. More advanced blending tech-
niques could be used to increase controllability, but most of
these techniques can not easily be applied to Blobtree mod-



els. Existing blending techniques suitable for Blobtrees ei-
ther have severe limitations or are not intuitive in their use.
This paper describes the locally restricted blending method
which can be applied to any set of Blobtree models and of-
fers intuitive control of the resulting shape.

1.1 Implicit Surfaces and Blobtrees

Implicit surfaces are volume representations where the
surface of the volume is defined by an iso-value of a real
function. There are several variations of implicit surfaces
[5] like Blobby Molecules [4], Soft Objects [28], Blob-
trees [27] and FRep [20, 19], but in general implicit sur-
faces can be represented by a functionf : R3 → R which
takes a pointp ∈ R3 and returns the field valuef(p) of
that point. A surfaceS of a functionf can be defined as
the collection of points with a certain field valuec ∈ R:
S = {p ∈ R3|f(p) = c} (c is called the iso-value ofS).
The volume inside surfaceS is the collection of points for
which the field value is greater thanc (or smaller thanc in
some literature).

A Blobtree is an implicit surface organized in a tree
structure built from skeletal primitives (leaves of the tree)
and operations (inner nodes of the tree; see figure 1). The
skeletal primitives are defined by simple skeletons like a
point or a line. The field value in pointp of such a primitive
A is calculated by applying a field functiong : R → R to
the distancedA(p) betweenp and the skeleton. An example
of such a field function would be the Wyvill field function
[28] (figure 2). Given a skeleton and its distance function
dA(p) the field values for this primitiveA can be calculated
as follows:

fA(p) = g(dA(p)). (1)
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Figure 2. The Wyvill Field function

For pointsp with distancedA(p) between0 andr (see
figure 2) the field values will be greater than the iso-valuec
and therefore these points will be part of the volume. The
pointsp with distancedA(p) betweenr andR are not part

of the volume, but can still influence nodes higher in the
Blobtree (blend operations in particular). The collection of
pointsp for which r < dA(p) < R (or 0 < fA(p) < c) is
called the blending range ofA (or ’added material blend’ in
some literature).

The inner nodes of a Blobtree are operations. The field
values of an operationB are computed using the nodes in
the tree directly belowB: the child nodes ofB. The child
nodes of an operation can be both primitives or operations
themselves. If the collection of child nodes ofB is denoted
asNB than the function ofB generally can be written as:

fB(p) = ⊗{A ∈ NB | fA(p)}, (2)

⊗ : R|NB | → R.

In this equation⊗ is the operation that is applied to the
field values returned by the child nodes. For example, the
function of a regular blend (summation blend) operationB
that has two child nodesA0 andA1 will look as follows:

fB(p) = fA0(p) + fA1(p). (3)

1.2 Blobtree blending

When the blending ranges of the child nodes of a blend
operation overlap, extra volume called blending volume
will appear that makes the connection between the child
nodes smooth. When more than two Blobtree models are
blended together, extra volume may appear between each
pair of Blobtrees. The extra volume between such a pair is
called partial blending volume and all partial blending vol-
umes together form the final blending volume. Although
blending implicit surfaces is easy, controlling the blending
volume is not and in many cases the result will not have the
desired shape.

One of the problems with blending implicit surfaces is
unwanted bulging [7, 6]. This occurs when the blend-
ing volume grows too large. Image 5a of figure 3 shows
the summation blend of three line primitives and image 5b
shows the same blend with a shape cut out to see part of the
inside. The summation blend results in a bulge all around
the intersection of the primitives, while the desired shape
in this case would only have extra volume in between the
primitives to eliminate the sharp creases that can be seen in
image 1a. In general unwanted bulging can be reduced by
reducing the blending range and thus the blending volume
in general (images 2a and 3a).

Another common problem with blending implicit sur-
faces is the influence problem. This occurs when the child
nodes of the blend operation have relatively large size dif-
ferences (as explained in [29]). When the size difference
is caused by scaling certain nodes, the blending ranges will
also be different in size. In this case the influence of the
larger child nodes can cause drastic shape changes to the



smaller child nodes. Row 5 of figure 4 shows the summa-
tion blend applied to two point primitives with size ratios
16, 8 and 4 respectively. The summation blend results in a
drastic size change of one of the primitives.
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Figure 3. Unwanted bulging; 1: Union, 2: Re-
stricted blend, 3: Ricci blend (K=4), 4: Ricci
blend (K=2), 5: Summation blend.

There are several blend methods for Blobtrees. The most
commonly used is the summation blend which is simply a
summation of the field values of the child nodes:

fB(p) =
∑

A∈NB

fA(p). (4)

The summation blend does not have any parameters to con-
trol the shape of the result and does not offer a way to reduce
unwanted bulging (row 5 of figure 3) or unwanted shape
changes (row 5 of figure 4). Another commonly used blend
is the Ricci blend [23]:

fRK
(p) = K

√ ∑
A∈NRK

(fA(p)K). (5)
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Figure 4. The influence problem; 1: Union,
2: Restricted blend, 3: Ricci blend (K=4), 4:
Ricci blend (K=2), 5: Summation blend.

The difference between the Ricci blend and the summa-
tion blend is the parameterK. This parameter controls the
amount of blending volume between the child nodes. When
K = 1 the Ricci blend has the same result as the summa-
tion blend. WhenK = ∞ the Ricci blend is equal to the
union operation (no blending volume). When the parameter
K is used correctly, unwanted bulging can be reduced (rows
3 and 4 of figure 3). The Ricci blend is less effective against
unwanted shape changes due to large size differences (rows
3 and 4 of figure 4). When the parameterK is set high
enough to prevent severe shape changes, this can also re-
sults in loosing the smooth transition (row 3 of figure 4).

A controllable blending method for Blobtrees should of-
fer enough control of the resulting surface to reduce un-
wanted bulging and solve the influence problem. The con-
trol over the blending shape should also be provided in an
intuitive and user friendly way.

The locally restricted blending method described in this
paper achieves these goals by locally deforming the blend-



ing range of each object. The locations of blending range
deformations are directly related to the positions of sur-
rounding objects. This way, the interference between the
deformations is kept to a minimum. Because of this, the
parameters that control the amount of deformation are also
independent of each other and give an intuitive control.

2 Previous work

Some blending operations involve changing the field
function of its child nodes [16, 29, 14]. These operations
offer some control over the blending volume by changing
the field functions of the child nodes before blending. Un-
fortunately this is only possible if the child nodes are prim-
itives and it is not possible to change the partial blending
volumes individually in case more than two child nodes are
used (see section 3 for an example of this problem). Un-
wanted bulging can be reduced using this type of opera-
tion and the influence problem can be solved when only two
primitives are blended. When more primitives are blended
together, adjusting on of the partial blending volumes could
change the other partial blending volumes introducing new
problems.

Before a set of objects are blended together, a function
can be applied to each of the objects to adjust the blend-
ing range as described in [2]. Unfortunately these functions
reduce the range of field drastically, which reduces the us-
ability of further blend operations (and other operations that
use the blending range). Adjusting partial blending volumes
is also not possible.

Incompatible fields (e.g. fields where the surface is rep-
resented using a different iso-value) need to be converted
before they can be blended. Such a conversion can also
provide parameters to influence the shape of the resulting
blending range [2] and thus provide some control in blend-
ing. Since a conversion is only applied once to create com-
patible fields, blends relying on such a conversion suffer the
same problems as the methods discussed above where only
primitives can be adjusted.

A number of blending operations use a neighborhood
graph to restrict blending to neighboring child nodes in the
topology of the model [18, 12, 8]. These operations elimi-
nate unwanted bulging in certain cases, but offer no control
over the shape of the remaining blending volume.

The use of Convolution Surfaces reduces unwanted
bulging in most blends [7, 6, 1]. Unfortunately blending
can only be applied to skeletal primitives and does not offer
any further control over the shape of the blending volume.
Convolution Surfaces do not suffer from the influence prob-
lem when a primitive with a large skeleton is blended with
a smaller primitive.

The pair-wise blends described in [15],[3] and [17]
achieve blending of multiple objects by sequential blend-

ing. Each blend has two parameters to indicate the range of
influence of each object to control the shape of the result.
Unfortunately the binary blends force the user to treat two
objects as one after they are blended together, which limits
control in sequential blends with more than two objects.

The set of blending operations described in [9] and [3]
use blending functions to describe the shape of the blending
volume. This gives great control over the resulting shape
when blending two child nodes, but only one blending func-
tion can be used even if more than two nodes are blended to-
gether. When the right blending function is used, unwanted
bulging can be reduced, but the influence problem can usu-
ally only be solved for two child nodes.

The displacement method [24] uses a superelliptic de-
finition for its resulting blend surface. Such a definition
contains a weight parameters which can manipulate the in-
fluence of each child node in the blend. Just like methods
that change the field functions of the child nodes, the dis-
placement blend does not allow changing the partial blend-
ing volumes individually. Therefore it is not always pos-
sible to solve the influence problem and reduce unwanted
bulging when more than two child nodes are used.

Bounded blending [21] uses a third implicit surface
model to indicate the blend regions. With the use of the
right bounding models and the right placement, the influ-
ence problem can be solved and unwanted bulging reduced.
In some situations unwanted bulging can even be reduced
without changing the rest of the blending volume, although
this can result in visible discontinuities of the gradient.
Bounded blending can also be used to form more complex
blends such as ‘partial edge blending’ and ‘multiple blend-
ing’ as described in [21]. Unfortunately it is not always
obvious what bounding models to use and correctly posi-
tioning the bounding models in 3D can be time consuming.
Even though one can roughly predict what the results of a
bounded blend will look like, the bounded blend does not
offer intuitive control to fine tune the shape of the blend re-
sult.

In conclusion, most blending operations only partially
solve the influence problem and unwanted bulging. Only
bounded blending provides a complete solution, but unfor-
tunately it lacks user friendly and intuitive control.

3 Adjusting the blending range

To partially solve the bulging problem and the influence
problem, an adaptation is used of the methods that change
the field function to influence the blend (as in [16, 29]). In-
stead of manipulating the field function directly (which is
possible with skeletal primitives, but not with operations),
a deformation functionmk is used like thegaing function



used in Hypertexture [22]:

fB(p) =
∑

{A ∈ NB | mkA
(fA(p))}. (6)

Here the amount of deformation of each child nodeA is
controlled by the parameterkA. Whenmk is applied to a
skeletal primitive this has a similar effect as manipulating
the field function of this primitive. The main advantage of
the use ofmk is that it can also be applied to Blobtrees
which are not a single skeletal primitive. There are a few
requirements formk:

1. mk needs to be ascending to avoid unwanted field
value peaks in the blending range,

2. mk(0) = 0: Field values outside the bounds of the
node must be0,

3. mk(c) = c: The iso-valuec must be mapped to itself
in order to preserve the shape of the node,

4. mk is at leastC2 continuous to prevent newC2 dis-
continuities in the field values,

5. the parameterk controls the amount of deformation.

Thegaing function is notC2 continuous (in Hypertexture
[22] it is used for different purposes), so a new definition
for mk(t) is calculated using Mathematica [26] that does fit
the requirements:

mk(t) =


0 if t ≤ k
c(k−t)3

8(k−c)5 ek(t) if k < t < 2c− k

2c if t ≥ 2c− k

, (7)

where

ek(t) = 8k2 − 25kc + 20c2 + 9kt− 15ct + 3t2,

0 ≤ k ≤ c.

This definition ofmk is easy to implement and fast to eval-
uate. There are other mappings that meet the requirements,
but they will have similar results. Figure 6 shows the effect
of mk. Images a through d show cross sections of the point
primitive. The part that is colored yellow represents the set
of points inside the volume of the primitive and the blue
part represents the points outside the volume (the blending
range). The frequency of the contours represents the slope
of the field values: regions with a high frequency contain
a larger interval of field values while regions with a solid
color contain a constant field value. Images b through d
of figure 6 show a relationship between the frequency of
the contours and the amount of deformation: a higher fre-
quency means more deformation. When blending a set of
nodes, each nodeA will have its own parameterkA to con-
trol the amount of influence of that node:

fB(p) =
∑

{A ∈ NB | mkA
(fA(p))}. (8)
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Figure 5. The deformation function mk as de-
fined in equation 7

With the blend operationB from equation 8 the influ-
ence of each child node ofD can be controlled individu-
ally. This gives some control over the resulting blend and
can reduce the bulging and influence problem between two
child nodes. When the bulging or influence problem spans
more than two child nodes, the blend operation does not of-
fer enough control for a solution. For example, in figure
7 nodesA0 andA1 are blended together and the blending
volume (the red volume) is controlled by parameterskA0

andkA1 . kA0 andkA1 are set to produce the wanted blend
shape. When another node is added to the blend (nodeA2

in figure 7), two more partial blending volumes need to be
controlled (the yellow and green volumes) but only parame-
ter kA2 can be used to do this without noticeably changing
the blending volume betweenA0 andA1 (the red volume).

4 Local deformation

To solve the bulging and influence problem, more con-
trol is required which allows manipulation of the partial
blending volumes individually. Ideally, changing the par-
tial blending volume between two child nodesA0 andA1

would not significantly effect the rest of the blending vol-
ume. This can be achieved by localizing the deformations.
In other words, the deformations ofA0 and A1 will be
stronger whereA0 and A1 are close to one another. By
localizing the deformations of a child nodeA0, the blend-
ing volume betweenA0 and each other child node can be
controlled individually. This requires a set of parameters
for every child nodeA0, where each parameter will control
the blending range in respect to the remaining child nodes.
For a blend operationB these parameters can be defined as
wA0,A1 whereA0, A1 ∈ NB . WhenA0 6= A1, wA0,A1 is
the parameter to control the influence ofA0 in the blending
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Figure 6. Changing the influence of a node
by applying mk. a: Original point primitive.
b, c and d: Deformed point primitives with
respectively k = 0, k = 0.5c and k = 0.75c.

volume betweenA0 andA1. For A0 = A1, wA0,A1 can
be used to control the overall influence ofA0 like the kA

parameter described in section 3.
The amount of deformation (or influence) of a child node

A0 in a pointp depends on the parameterswA0,A1 , A1 ∈
NB and the proximity of the other child nodes. Since the
field function used to construct skeletal primitives is de-
scending (see figure 2), the field values of a Blobtree are
in a direct relationship with the distance to the surface. A
smaller field value translates into a greater distance from the
surface, and vice versa. Therefore the field valuefA1(p) of
a nodeA1 in point p can be used as a measurement for the
proximity of A1. The field valuefA1(p) combined with the
parameterwA0,A1 forms a localized contributionsA0,A1(p)
to the deformation ofA0 in pointp. Once all localized con-
tributions are calculated they can be multiplied to form a
final contribution in the range[0, c]. There are a number of
requirements to the definition ofsA0,A1(p):

1. whenA1 does not contribute to the deformation ofA0

in point p (fA1(p) = 0), sA0,A1(p) will be equal to1
(multiplication by1 does not influence the final result),

2. the larger the contribution ofA1 towards the deforma-
tion of A0, the smallersA0,A1(p) will be (smaller val-
ues will result in a smaller final result),

3. whenfA1(p) ≥ c, sA0,A1(p) is constant (pointp lies
inside the volume ofA1 and in this region the distance

A0

A1

A2

Figure 7. Blending 3 nodes together results
in 3 blending volumes (red, yellow and green)

betweenA1 andp is a constant0 sosA0,A1(p) should
be constant as well)

4. the amount of contributionsA0,A1(p) should be di-
rectly related to the parameterwA0,A1 .

The following definition ofsA0,A1(p) meets all require-
ments (see also figure 8):

sA0,A1(p) =
{

1 + (t2 − 2t)(1− wA0,A1) if t < 1
wA0,A1 if t ≥ 1 ,

wheret =
fA1(p)

c
. (9)

0 c

1

s      (p)A  ,A

f (p)

w

0     1

A  ,A0     1

A1

Figure 8. The contribution sA0,A1(p) of node
A1 to the deformation of node A0 in point p.

After the localized contributionssA0,A1(p) have been
calculated for eachA1 ∈ NB , A1 6= A0, they can be com-
bined to form the final deformation contributionkA0(p) as



follows:

kA0(p) = c

1− wA0,A0

∏
A1∈NB\{A0}

sA0,A1(p)

 ,

wheresA0,A1(p) ∈ (0, 1] (10)

Using equations 7, 10 and 9 the locally restricted blend
can be constructed be as follows:

fB(p) =
∑

A∈NB

mkA(p)(p). (11)

5 Sequential blends

Besides a blending range with a more or less uniform
width, the blending range should also remain wide enough.
Figure 6b shows how the blending range of an object
shrinks after applying the deformation functionmk even
when the parameterk is at its smallest possible value. This
means that after applying locally restricted blending, the
blending range always shrinks compared to the blending
ranges of the child nodes. When locally restricted blend-
ing is applied a number of times, the blending range will
shrink to a point where the blending range is too small to be
used for blending or other operations. To solve this prob-
lem, the deformation functionmk needs to be modified so
that it does not deform the blending range whenk = 0. This
can be achieved by replacingmk(t) with a smooth interpo-
lation betweenmk(t) and the identity functioni(t) = t. If
we definem̃k to be the replacement formk (as defined in
equation 7) then the definition of̃mk is:

m̃k(t) = mk(t)(1− s) + ts, (12)

wheres =
(

1− k

c

)3

.

The definition ofm̃k also meets the requirements formk(t)
(see section 3) and can therefore be used instead ofmk(t).

Using m̃k instead ofmk(t) leaves the blend regions
of the child nodes intact when they are not involved in
the blend. At the same time other parts will still be de-
formed the same way as before. Using this alternative
for mk may require minor adjustments of the parameters
wA0,A1 , A0, A1 ∈ NB to get the same result. Figure 9
shows an example of a Blobtree model which contains se-
quential blend operations. Without the use ofm̃k (image a),
the blending range of the final result has shrunk and is not
suitable anymore for use in other blend operations. When
m̃k is used (image b), the blending range stays similar to
the original blending ranges of the child nodes (image c).

Restricted
Blend

Restricted
Blend

Restricted
Blend

Point Point Point Point

a

b

c

Figure 9. Sequential blending. a: Restricted
blend using mk(t), b: a: Restricted blend us-
ing m̃k, c: union operation for comparison.

6 User interface

Blendingn Blobtree models together using locally re-
stricted blendingB requiresn2 parameters. This may
seem many, but their values can be set without much ef-
fort when a suitable user interface is used. The parameters
wA0,A1 , A0, A1 ∈ NB can be split into two groups. The pa-
rameters whereA0 = A1 are used to deforming the whole
blending range of objectA0, whereas the parameters where
A0 6= A1 are used for local deformations ofA0. Using only
selection of child nodes, the user can indicate which part of
the blending range needs to be altered. The nodes can be
selected from a list or directly from a visualization of the
model using pick correlation [10].

After selecting a single child nodeA0, the interface will
allow the user to alter the blending range ofA0 as a whole
(for example using a slider). The system will change the
wA0,A0 parameter accordingly, giving it a value between
0 (minimum blending range) and1 (maximum blending
range). This gives the user an intuitive control over the
amount of blending volume everywhere around the node
A0.

When the user selects two child nodesA0 andA1, the
interface will allow the user to alter the blending range in



between these objects. This can be done by changing two
values: one to indicate the influence ofA0 and the other
for A1. The system will change the parameterswA0,A1 and
wA1,A0 accordingly, giving them a value between0 and1.
Parameters unchanged by the system will get the default
value of1. This gives the user an intuitive control of the
blending volumes ofA0 andA1 in the area in between these
nodes. Figure 10 shows an example of the effect of chang-
ing these parameters where one parameter is represented by
the columns and the other by the rows.

Visualization of the locally restricted blend is interactive
(see section 7) and direct feedback can be given to the user
when parameters are changed.

7 Results

Figure 10. Locally restricted blending be-
tween two tori A0 and A1. From left to right:
wA0,A1 = 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4. From top to bottom
wA1,A0 = 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4. In all cases wA0,A0 =
wA1,A1 = 1. The red parts indicate the blend-
ing areas.

Figure 10 shows the effect of changing the parameters
wA0,A1 andwA1,A0 of the blend between two toriA0 and
A1. Each parameter clearly controls the influence of one
of the tori. In blends with more than two child nodes, the
blending volume between each pair of child nodes can be
controlled in the same way (see for example figure 7). Even
though the number of parameters increases exponentially
with the number of child nodes, these parameters can be
set using the interface described in section 6 which is user
friendly and intuitive.

Figures 13 and 15 demonstrate the possibilities of the
locally restricted blend. In figure 13 the locally restricted

blend has been applied to three child nodes (figure 11) and
6 out of9 parameters needed to be set to get the wanted re-
sult. In figure 12 the locally restricted blend is compared to
three other blends: the Ricci blend, a superelliptic blend and
the bounded blend (the latter two are based on the blends
from [24] and [21] adapted for Blobtree models). The Ricci
blend does not allow the bulging around the handles to be
reduced while maintaining the right size for the neck of the
vase. The superelliptic blend allows a bit more control than
the Ricci blend, but has similar problems. The bounded
blend produces fairly good results (a slight bump remains
at the top of the handles), but requires a significant amount
of input from the user. In this case the bounding object
is a union of four point primitives and one line primitive.
Finding the right primitives, positioning and sizing of these
primitives required 15 minutes of user interaction in an in-
teractive system. The locally restricted blend produces the
right shape, while user interaction required just under two
minutes (setting6 out of9 parameters).

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Figure 11. Cross sections of the vase (fig-
ure 13): the child nodes (a,b,c), the deformed
child nodes (d,e,f), locally restricted blending
(g) and summation blending (h).

The table below shows the average visualization times of
the vase model in seconds. The second column shows the
time needed to convert the Blobtree model into a polygonal
mesh [28, 25] of approximately 9000 triangles. The third
column shows the visualization times using a ray tracer for
implicit surfaces [11, 13, 5] to create an image of 512 by 512
pixels. All results were achieved using a pc with an AMD
Turion X2 processor at 1.9 GHz and 1.0 GB memory.



Figure 12. From left to right: Ricci blend,
superelliptic blend, bounded blend and lo-
cally restricted blend.

Figure 13. The vase.

Visualization times Polygonization Ray tracing
Ricci 0.265 149

Superelliptic 0.250 153
Bounded 0.452 281

Locally restricted 0.343 204
In figure 15 locally restricted blending is applied to con-

trol the shape of some of the smaller details.7 out of36 pa-
rameters needed to be set to get the wanted result. With the
user interface described in section 6, these parameters could
be set in a matter of minutes. Partial blending volumes can
be adjusted after selecting the right child nodes and the user
does not have to worry about accidentally changing other
partial blending volumes. Figure 14 shows the toy before
and after applying the deformations of the locally restricted
blend. Without applying the deformations, the locally re-
stricted blend is equal to the summation blend.

Figure 14. Left: the toy before applying defor-
mations. Right: the toy after applying defor-
mations.

Figure 15. The toy.

8 Conclusion and future work

Locally restricted blending gives the user more control
over the blending volume. As can be seen in figures 4 and
3, the locally restricted blend solves the influence problem
and reduces unwanted bulging, although reducing unwanted
bulging can result in a reduction of the rest of the blending
volume as well. With the user interface described in sec-



tion 6 the locally restricted blend can be applied in a user
friendly and intuitive way. Locally restricted blends are
somewhat slower to visualize compared to basic blend op-
erations like Ricci and superelliptic blending. On the other
hand, a locally restricted blend is faster to visualize than
complex blends like bounded blends because there is no
need to evaluate extra Blobtree nodes or compute gradients.

The disadvantage of locally restricted blending is that the
blending range shrinks in the blend areas. The improve-
ment discussed in section 5 significantly reduces this prob-
lem (see figure 9). Nevertheless the problem may remain in
areas that require strong blending range deformations in or-
der to get the required blend shape. Also, the blending range
may become more irregular in places because it is a combi-
nation of deformed blending range of different objects. This
may hinder further blending in those regions.

Even though the locally restricted blend offers control
over the partial blending volumes individually, the locally
restricted blend does not replace previous Blobtree blend-
ing methods. For example, it would be hard to imitate the
‘partial edge blending’ and ‘multiple blending’ features and
the more flexible bulge reduction of bounded blending. A
system which implements a number of blends e.g. the lo-
cally restricted blend and the bounded blend, would offer a
more complete set of blending options the user could choose
from depending on the users needs.

The locally restricted blend can only be applied when the
blending ranges of the objects in the blend overlap. This is
not only a restriction of this blending operation, but of all
blending operations for bounded implicit surfaces. Even if
it was possible to blend objects without overlapping blend-
ing ranges, the blending volume would stretch over the
whole length of space in between the objects. In such cases
it is often more practical to insert a third objects, like a thin
line primitive to model the connection.

The locally restricted is designed for Blobtree models,
but would be applicable to other bounded implicit surfaces
with minor adaptations. An adaptation for unbounded im-
plicit models would require more work, but is also possible.

Future work includes extending the locally restricted
technique to smooth intersection and difference operations.
Together with the blend (which is a smooth union), this
would result in a complete set of CSG operations with
smooth transitions. Furthermore, the restricted blend oper-
ation could be further improved by providing an automated
system which creates initial values for the parameters to ac-
commodate certain criteria. For example the values of the
parameters could be adjusted to minimize curvature in the
resulting blend. Finally, gradient information of the objects
in the blend could be used to create an extension to our
method which allows for a wider variety of blending shapes
and better reduction of unwanted bulging.
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